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 Foreign Policy Options
 Events in the past year, while making Pakistanr a frontline ally in the 'War against Terror'

 have had a dramatic impact on its foreign policy. The changing situation in Afghanistan has
 had repercussions on the domestic political set-up, with hardline Islamic elements increasingly
 critical of Musharraf's seeming capitulation on the Afghan as well as Kashmir issues. While

 the army remains a predominant force in the nation's polity, the unfolding domestic balance of
 power will very likely- have a key impact in redefining Pakistani foreign policy.

 FREDERIC GRARE

 he past 12 months have witnessed
 a dramatic change of the context in

 which Pakistan's foreign policy
 operates. Following the attacks of Septem-
 ber 11, 2001, the war against the Taliban
 regime and the Al Qaida organisation
 suddenly brought Islamabad's Afghan
 policy back to 1992 (before the emergence
 of the Taliban as a politically organised
 force and their subsequent instrumentali-
 sation by Pakistan). This also marked a
 new phase in Pakistan's troubled relation-
 ship with its eastern neighbour India. New
 Delhi's willingness to exploit the new
 American anti-terrorist rhetoric and have

 Pakistan internationally condemned put
 Islamabad on the defensive for the first

 time in years. The stake was particularly
 high for Pakistan, which not only lost
 seven years of political and military invest-
 ments in Afghanistan but saw its histori-
 cally most constant ally, the US, shift
 towards its worst enemy, India.

 These factors culminated in the crisis

 situations of the winter and spring of 2002,
 which were officially triggerred by the
 terrorist attempt by Islamic extremists
 against the Indian parliament on Decem-
 ber 13, 2001. Both India and Pakistan
 mobilised their troops along the Line of
 Control in Kashmir. One could easily
 believe that the two countries were about

 to start a war against each other. On Janu-
 ary 12,2002, the Pakistani president, Pervez
 Musharraf, banned a number of Islamic

 groups, which were involved in the
 Kashmiri rebellion and operated from
 Pakistan. He condemned the foreign mili-
 tant groups but refrained from attacking
 the Kashmiri organisations. However, on
 May 27, 2002, under strong American
 pressures, he went one step further and
 pledged to permanently end cross-border
 terrorism. Subsequently, infiltration offi-

 cially decreased and the tension gradually

 diminished. Although the risk of an open
 war now seems distant, the situation is not

 yet back to normal. The future remains
 uncertain and raises important questions
 about the evolution of Pakistan's positions
 on the regional situation.

 The objective of the present paper is to
 assess the impact of the past one year on
 Pakistan's foreign.policy and to examine
 the options at its disposal. Particular
 emphasis will be placed on Pakistan's
 domestic political situation. The likelihood
 of recasting Islamabad's foreign policy
 will depend on Pakistan's domestic bal-
 ance of power. Of central importance will
 be Musharraf's support within the army.
 Under considerable American pressure,
 the Pakistani president has had to make
 substantial concessions on both his Af-

 ghan and Kashmir policies. What is at
 stake is not only his political survival but
 also the possibility of a redefinition of
 Pakistan's foreign policy and therefore the
 entire region's stability.

 The Loss of Afghanistan

 The most obvious consequence of the
 past 12 months for Pakistan's Afghanistan
 policy is the return to the situation that
 prevailed before 1994, when Islamabad
 was making and unmaking alliances be-
 tween the Mujahideen parties, trying un-
 successfully to promote the formation of
 a compliant government in Kabul. The end
 of the Taliban regime and the presence of
 the anti-Pakistani elements in the new

 Kabul government have not only created
 a volatile situation on the western border

 of Pakistan, but also, once again, fanned
 fears of a renewal of the alliance between

 India and Afghanistan.

 US-Pakistan Ties and Kashmir

 The past year has also underlined the
 centrality of the American role in Pakistan's

 foreign policy in a way that is unfavourable
 to Islamabad. The relations between the

 two countries have never been easy. For
 years, the American interest in Pakistan
 had been the outcome of the US perception
 of the Soviet intentions in the region.
 Pakistan had essentially felt the need to be
 protected against a possible Indian agres-
 sion. After the end of the cold war, however,

 America began to find India relatively more
 attractive than Pakistan for the contain-

 ment of a potential new threat, China.
 For Pakistan, September 11 provided

 an unique, although paradoxical, opportu-
 nity to regain the favour of the US by
 becoming once again a frontline state
 against terrorism. With the American
 decision to intervene in Afghanistan, it
 soon became obvious to the Pakistani

 decision-makers that the choice was

 not between losing or preserving their
 strategic position in Afghanistan at the
 cost of their relations with Washington.
 They had to minimise their diplomatic,
 strategic and political losses by supporting
 the American intervention. The Pakistani

 decision, which was made easier by India's
 announcement to unconditionally back
 Washington and extend its logistic
 support to the American forces, also had
 the instant effect of legitimising the
 military regime.

 However, the new situation is not with-

 out ambiguities as Pakistan is seen as both
 a part of the terrorism problem as well as
 the unavoidable partner in the war against
 it. This creates inevitable contradictions

 for Pakistan's foreign policy. The new US
 rhetoric against terrorism has deep and
 long-term implications for Pakistan. If
 terrorism is an absolute evil, irrespective
 of its political roots and objectives, it is
 difficult to establish any kind of distinc-
 tion between a 'freedom fighter' and
 'terrorist'. The very nature of the Septem-
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 ber 11 attacks has made the word 'Jihad'

 an anathema. In other words, it is impos-
 sible to differentiate between 'good' and
 'bad' terrorism and to tolerate Pakistan's

 policy in Kashmir.

 More Assertive India

 New Delhi has understood very rapidly
 the opportunities provided by the post
 September 11 scenario and demonstrated
 a new assertiveness. It has started demand-

 ing a coherence in America's policy.
 Although it has accepted Washington's

 need to make Pakistan, for geographical
 reasons, the main base for its war in
 Afghanistan, it has asked the US to per-
 suade Pakistan to end the cross border

 terrorism in Kashmir.

 The recent stand-off between India and

 Pakistan has shown the limits of the as-

 sumption that the nuclear factor favours
 Pakistan. On the assumption that its own
 nuclear weapons would deter India from
 benefiting from its conventional superior-
 ity, Islamabad had maintained its conflict
 with India at a subconventional level. By
 threatening to launch a limited war if
 Pakistan did not stop cross border terror-
 ism, Delhi has reversed the process. The
 nuclear risk became a reality and resulted
 in the blackmail of the international com-

 munity. The US, which also wants General
 Musharraf to restrain the Islamists, has no

 option but to pressurise the Pakistani
 president.

 Policy Options

 What are Pakistan's foreign policy
 options now? In a report published in 2001
 by the RAND Corporation (Limited Con-
 flict under the Nuclear Umbrella: Indian
 and Pakistani Lessons from the Kargil
 Crisis by Ashley J Tellis, C Christine Fair,
 Jamison Jo Medby), the authors concluded
 that 'Pakistan's only realistic military
 option in the future (was) to continue
 seeking to calibrate the heat of the insur-
 gency'. But the post September 11 devel-
 opments have made the option of conduct-
 ing a low intensity war with India difficult
 to implement. In fact, other options to
 force India to settle the Kashmir issue have

 also become less realistic. Any negotiation
 with India would essentially, if not exclu-
 sively, be on India's terms. Delhi is more
 than ever committed to an internal solution

 of the Kashmir issue.

 Pakistan does have manoeuvring spaces.
 The Afghan situation is still volatile and

 would encourage the kind of manipula-
 tions that Pakistan has been conducting for
 years. In the Kashmir valley, the number
 of militants, who have already infiltrated,
 is sufficient to ensure the continuation of

 violence for some time. Moreover, with or
 without Pakistan, Kashmir's domestic

 situation in unlikely to be settled in the
 near future.

 The Indian government has tried to fill

 the gap that exists between the National
 Conference and a large part of the valley's
 population, which is much more radical
 than even the All Party Hurryet Confer-
 ence. It has done so by dividing and
 neutralising the existing political forces
 and by persuading some former militants
 to join the political process. This may be
 sufficient to have given the Kashmir elec-
 tions the appearance of legitimacy that the
 international community has asked for and
 may truly usher a gradual normalisation in
 Kashmir. It is, nevertheless, unlikely to
 restore the population's confidence in New
 Delhi in the near future unless the human

 rights record of the Indian armed forces
 is suddenly and radically improved. Hence
 the possibility does exist for Islamabad to
 capitalise on the local resentment vis-a-vis
 India. But this situation can bring, according

 to the circumstances, only an occasional
 tactical success for Islamabad, with little

 prospects of any substantial political gains.
 Finally, the de facto internationalisation

 of the Kashmir problem is unlikely to favour
 Islamabad. What the international com-

 munity is asking for in Kashmir is no more

 than a degree of stability that is sufficient
 to eliminate or at least keep under control
 the nuclearrisk. It is not willing to go further.

 Domestic Dimensions

 of Foreign Policy

 The real problem for the Pakistani re-
 gime is how to make the implications of
 the current situation politically acceptable
 to the people. In the columns of the Eco-
 lnomic and Political Weekly, February 16,
 2002, a Pakistani scholar, Samina
 Yasmeen, had explained that three basic
 schools of thought were structuring the
 Pakistani discourse on Kashmir. (1) The
 'orthodox' saw India as unconditionally
 hostile, arguing that India had never ac-
 cepted the reality of Pakistan nor was
 willing to consider it as an 'equal' in the

 region. The Kashmir situation was viewed

 as a demonstration of India's negative
 attitude and was therefore seen as a priority
 to be resolved only at Pakistan's satisfac-
 tion. (2) The Islamists added that there a
 vast international conspiracy against Islam
 by Hindu India, the Christian west and the
 Jewish Israel. Kashmir showed the evi-

 dence of the Hindu oppression and the
 international hypocrisy.It was Pakistan's
 religious and moral obligation to support
 the Kashmiri struggle against India.
 (3) Finally, the 'moderate/liberal' elements
 in the Pakistani decision-making circles
 did not consider India to be uncondition-

 ally hostile to Pakistan and, focusing es-
 sentially on Pakistan's economic recon-
 struction, advocated 'restraint and accom-

 modation on a host of issues bedevilling
 Indo-Pakistan relations'. This plurality of
 opinions regarding the nature of the India-
 Pakistan relation had generated various
 responses to the Kashmir issue, ranging
 from 'Jihad' to cooperation and engage-
 ment with India. This had affected

 Pakistan's actual policy on Kashmir.
 There is no reason to believe that the last

 12 months have dramatically altered these
 various perceptions of the Pakistani polity.
 .All groups have found in the successive
 crisis situations enough elements to rein-

 force their own arguments. According to
 the Islamists, who have been sidelined in

 both Afghanistan and Kashmir, the Mus-
 lims have become the victims of the naked

 American agression against Afghanistan.

 The theme of a Zionist conspiracy against
 Islam, aided by Zionist pressure groups in
 the US; has become a permanent feature
 of their discourse. Although the Islamists
 were divided into separate political groups,
 post September 11 circumstances created
 a necessity for them to unite. A common
 anti-Americanism propelled all of them,
 including the more moderate ones, tojointly

 oppose their government's support of the
 American aggression in Afghanistan.

 However, the credibility of the Islamists
 went down after the Afghan Muslim forces,

 and not a foreign army, captured Kabul and
 defeated the discredited Taliban. The

 second setback came from the Pakistani

 leadership's decison to curb the Jihadi
 activities in Kashmir. Although it may be
 argued that the government had already
 imposed some control on some groups
 operating in Kashmir before September 1 1,

 the process was undoubtedly reinforced
 now. Pakistan lost the option of using
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 Taliban's Afghanistan for training the
 Kashmiri Jihadis. The relocation of the

 training camps in Pakistan itself became
 politically difficult at a time when Pakistan
 was being held indirectly responsible
 for September 11 due to its support to
 the Taliban regime and the Jihadis had
 become less acceptable to the Americans.
 Finally, India's threat to launch a limited
 war against Pakistan in Kashmir made
 Islamabad's position untenable and
 Musharraf had to respond to the American

 pressures. On May 27. 2002, the Pakistani
 president pledged to permanently end cross-
 border terrorism; thereby reinforcing the
 Islamists' thesis of a western and Hindu

 conspiracy against Islam.
 The Islamic groups, whose political base

 in Pakistan has never been very large, had
 found a raison d'6tre and a role for them-

 selves within the security establishment.
 * Although they kept a degree of autonomy,
 they essentially acted, for different rea-
 sons, as the army's proxies and took part
 in militancy. Parties. like the Jamaat Ulema
 Islami, had stopped participating in elec-
 tions from 1997 onwards and concentrated

 exclusively on 'Jihad' in Afghanistan,
 supporting the Taliban. Similarly, the
 Janaat-e-Islami, which had boycotted the
 last two elections, had retained some
 importance due to its support to the Hizbul
 Mujahideen in Kashmir (the Jamaat now
 formed part of the MMA alliance in this
 year election). Other groups never had any
 political activity of any sort and concen-
 trated exclusively on militancy. Mus-
 harraf's decision to restrain their activities

 and to ban some of them deprived them
 of a source of revenue, which threatened,

 to a great extent, their very existence. Hence,

 their strong condemnation of the Pakistani
 regime, which they described as the puppet
 of America.

 The 'orthodox' school of thought was
 also reinforced. It believed that a war with

 India had been avoided at the cost of

 yielding to the American pressures, which
 themselves mirrored the Indian ones.

 Pakistan's close dependance on the US did
 not lead to countering of the Indian influ-
 ence. Some felt that though Pakistan had
 sacrificed its Afghan policy, it was being
 let down once again by the US. Relations
 with China had also suffered from America's

 renewed presence in Pakistan. Overall,
 India had emerged as the great beneficiary.

 Since Pervez Musharraf took over the

 government in October 1999, the 'mod-

 erate/liberal' trend has prevailed. The
 general-turned-president gradually discov-
 ered the actual state of the Pakistani

 economy. Despite being the man respon-
 sible for Kargil, he decided to resume the
 dialogue with India and to look for a
 solution to the Kashmir issue in order to

 be able to focus on development. The
 important factor here is that the Pakistani
 ruler has realised that his country's eco-
 nomic decline means a loss of political
 significance on the international scene and

 a greater power asymetry with India. His
 goodwill vis-i-vis India is the result of his

 political assessment. His attempts to
 normalise relations with India should,

 therefore, be taken seriously.
 However, the domestic political struggle

 is likely to increasingly influence
 Musharraf's political stand. The Pakistani
 president is still confronting deep struc-
 tural political problems. Regardless of the
 result, the low percentage of participation
 in the last constitutional referendum has

 shown that the Pakistani president remains
 cut off from the population. This is by no

 means a new phenomenon in Pakistan but,
 nevertheless, leaves open a large political
 space, which will inevitably be used by his
 opponents. The two arch-rivals, Benazir
 Bhutto and Nawaz Sharif, both in exile but

 still the leaders of their parties, have al-
 ready united against the regime. Their
 common opposition to Musharraf could
 weU lead them to form an alliance with

 the Islamic parties. Such alliances have
 existed in the past in Pakistan. They are
 likely to be recreated now to overthrow
 Musharraf. The Pakistani president's for-
 eign policy will force his opponents to
 adopt a more radical position, most prob-
 ably along the orthodox line, which is also
 the most acceptable to the Islamists.

 Key Role of the Army

 In the process, the Pakistani army is
 likely to be, once more, the key actor. The
 army, like the rest of the society, is not a
 monolithic body and has different shades
 of opinions. However, most officers share
 common strategic assumptions, which have
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 been challenged by the events of the past
 few months. According to the 1998 edition
 of Stephen Cohen's book The Pakistani
 Army, these assumptions are: (i) Avoid a
 war with India, without yielding to the
 Indian pressure on vital issues; (ii) support
 Kashmiri separatists, but not to the point
 where it leads to a confrontation with India;

 (iii) avoid a too dependent relationship
 with the US, a state that has 'let Pakistan

 down' many times in the past, but remain
 close enough to make Pakistan's case in

 Washington and to balance the Indian
 influence; and (iv) do whatever is possible
 to hold together Pakistan's most important
 proto-alliance - that with China- recognis-
 ing that the Chinese interests in Pakistan
 have diminished'.

 The Islamists have been useful to the

 military. They have provided strategic help
 by using the slogan of 'Jihad' and keeping
 India bogged down in Kashmir. This
 convergence of interests - and not com-
 monality as the Islamists have their own
 ideological agendas -hasjustified for years
 the use of the Islamists by the military.

 It is difficult to assess the mind of the

 professional and disciplined Pakistani
 army. However, the removal of the three
 high ranking generals (General Aziz,
 Corps Commandant in Lahore, Muzaffar
 Usmani, Deputy Chief of Army Staff and
 Mahmud Ahmed, Director-General of Inter

 Service Intelligence) in October 2001
 indicated the existence of dissensions on

 the reversal of the Afghan policy. It is
 likely that the subsequent developments
 have only worsened the situation. The
 various and somewhat contradictory
 declarations of the Pakistani president, who
 has on several occasions reneged his
 May 27 pledge that his government
 would permanently end cross-border ter-
 rorism, seem to indicate some tensions

 within the military establishment.
 The another interesting aspect is, per-

 haps, the evolution of the Inter Service
 Intelligence (ISI), which always played a
 key role in the formulation and implemen-
 tation of Pakistan's Afghan and Kashmir
 policies and had become a state within the
 state during the last decade. In October
 2001, General Ehsan ul Haq, who is more
 compliant to the Pakistani president's
 wishes, replaced General Mahmud Ahmed
 as the ISI Director-General. Later on,

 changes were made at the levels of majors
 and captains. There is no evidence, how-
 ever, that the reorganisation went any

 further down in the institution, leaving
 therefore the same people in charge of the
 operational levels. It is the people at the
 operational levels who are responsible for
 being behind some of the terrorist attacks
 on the Indian territories. This does not

 mean that the entire ISI is pursuing a policy
 contrary to the one of the government. The

 number of ISI officers in open rebellion
 against the Pakistani leadership is prob-
 ably limited. But a grey zone does seem
 to exist. Some people in the ISI tend to
 'forget' to implement orders or are simply
 blind regarding the actions of those with
 whom they have been working for years.
 Pakistan, which is facing sectarian vio-
 lence against which there has always been
 a consensus within the armed forces, now

 has to contain Islamists at the Afghan and
 Kashmiri fronts. In this, there is an element

 of uncertainty regarding the obedience of
 some segments of the military.

 The possibility of yet anothercoup d'etat
 in Pakistan is unlikely. There is no pre-
 cedent in the country's troubled political
 history of the army overthrowing a military

 regime. More importantly, the Pakistani
 army is a disciplined one. Much more
 plausible, however, is the possibility of the
 marginalisation of the moderate elements
 as their policies would be perceived as
 having increased Pakistan's vulnerability.
 Musharraf has so far kept the political
 parties out of the foreign policy decision-
 making process. These parties would be
 ready to use any argument, no matter how
 demagogical, in order to regain power. It
 could then lead to a paralysis of leadership
 and subsequently to a partial loss of con-
 trol over the Islamists, whose actions could

 trigger new tensions with India.

 Conclusion

 The problem of Pakistan's foreign policy
 goes beyond the specific cases of Kashmir
 and Afghanistan.On the one side, Pakistan
 is in no position to pursue successfully the
 sort of 'Grand Strategy' that it evolved in
 the past. On the other side, its weakness
 increasingly makes it politically irrelevant
 on the international scene. The so called

 geo-strategists should remember that
 geography makes political sense only when
 there is a particular configuration on the
 international scene. Fifty years of Pakistan's

 foreign policy give ample evidence of that.
 Pakistan did benefit greatly from the cold
 war situation, before and during the Soviet

 invasion of Afghanistan. More recently, it
 regained some strategic value due to the
 war against terrorism. In between, it was
 almost forgotten, in spite of its various
 attempts to revitalise its strategic position
 by trying to exploit the situation resulting
 from the breakup of the Soviet Union.

 The new situation, created by the war
 against terrorism, is no exception. It has,
 in fact, posed a dilemma for the country.
 Pakistan cannot be at the forefront of the

 battle against ten-rrorism and also be per-
 ceived as being a part of the problem. This
 dilemma is reinforced as Kashmir is per-
 ceived as a local problem by the inter-
 national community whereas terrorism is
 seen as a global one. Hence.'there is a need to

 create some coherence in Pakistan's image.
 This coherence will be obtained only by
 a redefinition of Islamabad's foreign policy
 objectives. So far, the world interest in
 Pakistan is only a negative one, based on
 the assumption that it is essentially a
 potential nuisance for the international
 community. Irrespective of the legitimacy
 or illegitimacy of its claims, Pakistan can
 expect no more than temporary tactical
 gains. It is time for it to evolve a more
 realistic approach to international relations.

 Many in Pakistan, including the present
 government, are aware of this need. The
 paradox is that the crisis situations of the
 past year did confirm, in many respects,
 the assumptions of the moderate/liberal
 groups but weakened their supporters
 politically. The moderates will be able to
 prevail in the ongoing political struggle
 only if they can demonstrate that Pakistan's

 security would benefit from the normali-
 sation of relations with India.

 India, which is the main beneficiary of
 the past 12 months and can now negotiate
 from a position of strength, has a role to
 play in this process. Delhi has to show that
 it is looking for a peaceful settlement with
 Islamabad, not just a surrender. Moreover,
 India's recent victories over Pakistan have

 been largely dependent on the US, whose
 support cannot be taken for granted.
 Washington will back India only as long
 as it serves its own anti-terrorist objectives
 in Pakistan. On New Delhi's response will
 depend whether the moderate elements in
 Pakistan are weakened or reinforced. This,

 in turn, will have long-term security im-
 plications for India. I3
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